
 
Dear Sir, 
I am Bulgarian Doctor. Educated in my country!. I was working as first line doctor in Ghana for 3 years. 
Whilst there I had some visitors – medical students from UK nad Germany and they were there as 
summer apprentice workers. 
So one day happen so that one of the parents of a young Medical student came to visit his son. NAd 
gues what – the parent was very distinguished doctor from UK, with big practice and assistant in 
London school of medicine. 
So he described the problem so: 
Whilst my son is here on his own expanses as a student of medicine and I am paying for his trip and 
stay , at that very time his cousin student of economics has internal apprentice ship in Deloitte@Touch 
company on the salary for apprenticeship over 800 Pound/month  
Now tell me how the young can be attracted to go and study medicine? 
No way! 
About 60 years ago the government of Clement Attley introduced the NHS in UK and since then the 
doctors profession started to decline as incomes. 
Then the flood of Indian doctors started to reach the point over 20% in UK hospitals. 
Money for quality and rules – this is the right prescription for EU health system and the world hasn’t 
conceived anything else so far. 
In Europe the system is capitalism, in the capitalism the rule of money and the rule of solidarity has to 
find the way in one direction . So Think many times befire every country to start solving it’s own 
problems separately. 
Sorry but there is no other way they good remuneration for the doctors and nurses and integrity of the 
system based on good incomes and unbreakable rules – for qualifications, standards, way into the 
system way out of the system based on the science, good work and care, and good conditions of life. 
Otherwise very soon people from different then EU culture will come and overtake the system and this 
will change the purpose of the system because it will be based on other way of doing things different 
then European 
D-r George Todorov 
Bulgaria 
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